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Securing the Navy’s Future in the Ocean-Space Continuum
Space is the ultimate High Ground and an ‘ocean,’ which we travel in “spaceships.”. Given the imperative of holding this
high ground if we are to remain the world’s sole superpower, the U.S. military has moved more and more of its assets into
the ocean-space continuum. The future will see an even greater use of this ocean-space continuum by the Navy for
communications, reconnaissance, real-time targeting and weapons control, direct-to-battlefield downlinks, remote control of
land- and ship-based autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles, and many other missions. Then as now, space bourne
military communications hardware will require high-speed circuitry able to operate under conditions of high radiation
exposure. Ship-based and space-based data processing and communications systems will soon need to support data rates of
one hundred gigabits per second and higher, which are achievable only through the use of non-silicon-based semiconductor
technologies such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) and indium phosphide (InP). These exotic technologies will only become
practical, however, if their high energy requirements and vulnerability to space-radiation-induced errors can be dramatically
reduced.
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